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Bluefishing Steve Sims The Art of Making Things Happen my Bluefishing thoughts exceeded my expectations. Steve Sims makes many key points covering topics of passion, relationships, career advice, training, failure, creating experiences for people and customers, creating a brand, and more. My favorite quotes most of the time that keeps us completely
in our heads. Never underestimate the power of simplicity. Not easy to understand; it is impossible to misunderstand. If you go in with a clear win-win, and the certainty that it will happen, you will be surprised at how many times you are right. Failure is just education in what not to do. For every failure, you learn. You can get on with passion, then you can with
any amount of money in the world. If you want to be successful in anything, you need others to help you do things. Ignorance of failure drives us. It is inconceivable that what we want will not happen. The more you bring into your life, the more you dilute what you do. If you can wrap passion and perseverance together, you are invincible. You have to afford a
holiday and rest. If you do this, you can give more yourself to those closest to you. Key questions Why can't it be me? How to make customers happy? What do you need to get out of this event that is really going to make you cheer? What needs to happen to make you so excited that you lose the dream leading to it? What needs to happen so you can't stop
talking about it for years? How can we add mystery, intrigue and interest? Ask yourself, why would anyone want to spend time with you? What am I worth? Why don't I have a dossier? How do I want people to feel when they're around me? How should I be treated? How do I enter a room? What little things can you outsource, schedule, automate, or hack, so
you can focus on the big things? How much does an audition cost? Are you afraid to grow up, to enjoy something new and different? Or are you more afraid to feel the same way you feel right now? If you live any element of your life without passion, you have to ask yourself: Why am I doing this thing? The real question is, how do you know what to do now,
so you end up in a good place later? The introduction of Bluefishing is about making things happen, not about checking things off your daily to-do list. Chapter 1: Knocking Down Walls Steve learned the ethics of rock solid work as a brick mason. Rock solid work ethic is a key advantage in business, life, and everything in between. You don't sink from falling
into the water, you're drowning from being there. Most of the time, what keeps us completely in our heads. Steve quit his job as a bricklayer and it changed his life. The first thing he noticed was a wall coming down inside him. It seems filled with about his days. Steve found the realization that he could do anything. Busting down the inner walls takes a lot of
practice. Secrets from the Bluefishing Playbook throw away that can never be my mentality. Instead, ask: Why can't it be me? No one has ever drowned from falling into the water, they are drowning from being there. Do not be afraid to jump, be afraid to stand still. Chapter 2: Power passwords People don't want what they can afford, they want what they can't
get. They want mystical, fantastic, they want excitement, they want adrenaline. These are things you can't get in your neighborhood store. Steve realized that everything he hadn't achieved in life, any doors that were closed to him, he could figure out the password for. Unlock the doors about listening and get someone to say yes. It's about understanding
what someone wants and finding the right key for each door. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Avoid Paralysis Analysis. While other people are planning things before early death, bluefishers have already tried something in four different ways and learned what works. There is a password for each door, you just have to listen to it. Not easy to understand; it
is impossible to misunderstand. Nothing will ever happen if it only benefits you, run for a win-win every time. Chapter 3: Something for All Never Underestimate the Power of Simplicity. Not easy to understand; it is impossible to misunderstand. It's not going to happen if it's good for you. People want to know what you think of them. If you go in with a clear win-
win, and the certainty that it will happen, you will be surprised at how many times you are right. If you go in with the idea that it's going to fail, or that you're asking too much, or you're giving something that a person really doesn't want, you might as well not even go. You have to go there knowing that it will happen, but understanding that it won't happen if it
only benefits you. Show them that you are different from any other person who does business with them. The history of sending 200 custom drinks to people from the hotel during the trip. A win-win should not work in the same currency. A million dollars to one person can be nothing compared to singing on stage with Journey for another person. A box of
chocolates compared to a print job done overnight. Find what the other person is excited about, listen to what's important to them, show them how helping you will benefit them. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Don't underestimate the power of simplicity. Not easy to understand; it is impossible to misunderstand. Nothing will ever happen if it only benefits
you, run for a win-win every time. Chapter 4: Be the Real Deal Sometimes, the Way to Get It Done, Knowing People Who ensure that you are the real deal. Steve never wants to leave anything where he is with another person, without it being a win-win. Experience hits the cash every time. Always sweat the little things. How to make customers happy? Ask
them about their passions. Do some detective work. Ask why? Three times. Steve asks potential customers questions. What do you need to get out of this event that is really going to make you cheer? What needs to happen to make you so excited that you lose the dream leading to it? What needs to happen so you can't stop talking about it for years? Why
would you do that? People always dilute their wildest dreams when they tell them. Steve got the guy on stage singing with the journey. You have to talk to people. When someone wants to work with you, talk to them, ask why. Why do they want to work with you? Why do they want this experience? Why are they selling this thing they're pitching? Keep asking:
Why is this? Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Ask Why? At least three times. First, why is that what they think they think. The second reason is what they think you want to hear. The third reason is how they feel. Experience hits the cash every time. Cash is spent and forgotten, an experience you can give someone sticks forever. Chapter 5: No passion, no
sense! You can get on with passion, then you can with any amount of money in the world. If you say: How much should I pay to make you do it? They will hang up faster than you can blink. People don't want to be sold; they also don't want to be bought. Try this instead. I have this amazing client who wakes up in the middle of the night dreaming about it! I
want his dream to come true. What needs to happen for you to help me make this happen for them? People want to be a part of that passion. It's like electricity. If all you ever want to do is pay the bills and go through, this book is not for you. This book is not written to help you stand still and barely scrape. It's get up, get out, and make it happen book! This
book is for those who have a passion for something deep and just need help with breaking down walls and learning a few tricks in order for things to happen. Passion is something you have to discover. It takes time. Relax. It is ok. Very few people start knowing what their passion is. Finding a deep and enduring passion for something is a treasure hunt. It's
never too late to discover your passion. How do you discover your passion? Be open and honest and things happen. Throw open the windows and doors and be open. Listen to me. The more questions you you will be able to talk to people and find out what their passion is. Unfortunately, we don't talk to ourselves enough to find out what our own Are. We
don't listen to ourselves either. The question is All Most people do not have the ability to communicate effectively. All the best information they have is unspoken. Passion is the language of passion is the best language or currency. If you want to be successful in anything, you need others to help you do things. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Passion is
something you should discover. Relax, try things, it takes time. Never stop looking! If you knew earth was going to collide with Mars tomorrow, what would you do right now? Maybe it's your passion. Don't believe what people tell you. Most of them do not have the ability to communicate effectively. All their best information is unspoken, somewhere between
the lines. Actually care. If you don't believe it, they won't believe it. Chapter 6: Failure is just more discoveries It's not about your intelligence, it's about your i can. The first thing you need to know is something you can't do. Next to find those people who can do what you can't. Find people who are good enough at this that you can't make you look brilliant.
Calling people so they can challenge themselves. Get them to answer difficult questions. If they can't come back with answers, it shouldn't be. Failure is the payment of education. Remove words from failing and crashing out of your language. The difference between words: I found out how not to build this motorcycle. Compared to I was not able to build this
motorcycle. The latter is final, the first of which is education on the next step. Changing your perspective from being unable to detect is what allows you to continue the next phase of your journey. There are no obstacles, no obstacles at all. When you have one of those days, it is absolutely important that you break away from this negative place and do what
you love. When you return, you won't recognize the obstacles anymore. Passion gives you a turbocharger. You don't see any obstacles when you're in that zone. When you accept the discovery of thinking, you are not afraid of failure because there is no failure. Authenticity, passion, and commitment to doing and discovering this phenomenal tank to roll into
any battle with. Obstacles are invented independently, they are only in your mind. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Failure is simply education in what not to do. For every failure, you learn. Be proud of your scars. Chapter 7: Seventh inning Stretch: Relax, you're in good company with Walt Disney and Colonel Sanders has been rejected hundreds of times.
Ignorance of failure drives us. It is inconceivable that what we want will not happen. When you get hung up on a goal and know passionately that you can reach it by spending one second thinking that it won't work is a huge waste of time. Short people who didn't give up after failures. Stephen King, Henry Ford, Albert Einstein, Dwight Eisenhower, James
Dyson, Steven Spielberg, Van Gogh, Walt Disney, Steve Jobs, Michael Jordan, Harrison Ford, The Beatles, Bill Gates, Mark Twain, Dr. Seuss, Oprah, Pete Athena, Meryl Streep, Elvis J.K. Rowling, Winston Churchill, Lincoln. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Chapter 8: Be afraid to stand still, if you use 80% of your energy to be someone you don't, then
you can only give 20% of you. If you're just you, there's no effort. When you show up for who you are, people like you are better off because you're not a fake. The easiest way to stand out is by being yourself. Fear that in a month, you'll be in exactly the same place you are now. The worst thing that can happen is to be in the same place where you are now,
a year from now. When you go bankrupt, you only have two options. This experience can define you, or they can grow you. The fear of standing still is what drives the author. So do you, if you try it, what is the result? If I try to succeed, I can do it. Well done! If I try to fail, I will grow. It's also great! If I don't try at all, I'll let something get in my way, I'll stand still.
Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook It's not about your intelligence, it's about your I can. All stagnation rots. If you don't grow up, you die. What happens to you, not your obituary, come back again. Do not be afraid of change, be afraid to stand still. Chapter 9: Ugly Works The more unpolissed something is, the more natural it is. People just want something
real. Picasso became Picasso, creating flaws. It makes people look twice. Ugly authentic. A piece of mail stands out. Steve tells the story of copying from half a magazine article about vintage Porshe and sending it to the man he wanted to meet. Write a handwritten note. Bluefishers know how to adapt quickly. What's important today won't necessarily matter
next week. What tools or tricks we use for great use last week may just be noise and fluff next week. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Handwritten Note beats email every time. Let people know what you think of them. That's a long way off. Ugly jobs. Unpolisped, fast and real. The opposite is overly polished, CGI, and corporate. Chapter 10: Personal
branding is personal (Imagine that) Confident people want to hang around confident people. If you stop putting energy into being someone else, you can put all your work in just being you. Rethinking the wealth of my wealth is simply what I am. The first step in your personal brand. Focus on your weak link. Focus on The smallest element of your life that can
lead you down. You're your own brand. Ask yourself, why would anyone want to spend time with you? Look at yourself and learn. That's what I stand for. It's something I don't agree to. That's how I want people to feel when they're around me. That's how I feel about it. When you define that for yourself, you build your own persona and branding. Chug test for
choosing employees, friends, customers, etc. The author asks himself: Do I want to have a beer with this person? He fired his top salesman because they didn't pass the puffing test. The rest of his team respected the decision. Because he let the person stay, people asked themselves: Is this guy really doing what he says he's doing? After this decision,
everything improved. Get rid of any toxic to you. Any toxic to you is toxic to the company. Don't waste your time counting likes. You can have one million followers, but you only need ten to be super rich (rich relationships and fulfillment). Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Make a Self-Aaudy. Because things don't automatically get better. Look honestly at
your strengths and weaknesses. Invest in strengths, and see what flaws you need to remove. How do I enter a room? Personal branding figure out your primary persona is who you are and not who they want you to be. Don't waste your time counting likes. You will never be able to pay your bills with facebook likes. Try to check the puffing. If you want to know
if someone is a good match for you. As a customer, customer, salesman, boss, employee or friend, ask yourself: Will I be puffing beer with this person? Chapter 11: The power to say not to master courage and the ability to say no is a powerful element of blue fish. Learning when and when not to use the word has far-reaching consequences. The more you
bring into your life, the more you dilute what you do. Say no to vampires No gives you the opportunity to fire people. You can fire anyone. Not only employees, but also customers, customers and even friends. Vampires (toxic people) suck something out of you, leftovers linger with you for the rest of the day. You go to the next meeting with contempt or
exhaustion, instead of generosity, love and passion. If you are dating someone, you want to give them all your energy and attention. You want them to feel good and confident around you. The bad relationship you endure will begin to poison all the other relationships you have. When there is more effort than the good times, you know it is wrong. Audit your
inner circle if you spend so much of your life trying to do something good that is not, thereby you are doing many other things in your life badly. Once you stand on your feet and say someone, you'll be freer and lighter in a way you never imagined. No will help you cut your fat and focus on the meat. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Master Courage say no.
The more you bring into your life, the more you dilute what you do well. Audit your inner circle. No gives you the opportunity to fire vampires. You can fire customers, you can even fire your friends. Determine who adds energy to your time and who sucks it. Chapter 12: The Art of Delegation Learn to Lead an Orchestra Look at the Most Important Part of Your
Project. Make sure that anything that is crucial that can hurt you or the business that you care about. For a critical project element, the author sometimes gives two different people the same task. This helps him to know where their unique talents are, and at the same time doubles his chances of a successful result. Find a bunch of people with unique abilities,
with their own 5% traits and skills that no one can do. That's how you build a dream team. Get extra time to do what's good. The author did an experiment hiring a chef to cook healthy food for dinner at home, they did it every night for a month. He got 2-4 hours of extra time each day (between him and his wife). The time saved included thinking about dinner,
planning, preparation, leaving work early, cleaning dishes, etc. What little things can you outsource, schedule, automate, or hack, so you can focus on the big things? Take 30 minutes to determine your recurring stresses, there is probably a solution available to you. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook There is a difference between being able to do everything
and do everything. You can only grow by giving other people responsibility. This is the only way you and your business will scale. It's about time. The real art of delegation, the style of blue fish, learns how to put time into what matters. This means learning not to waste time on things that slow you down. Chapter 13: What makes the brand Great Is Great is
not a goal you can see. If you want to make your business big, start with something else. The first job is to make it better than it was yesterday, and constantly strive to make it a better day for day, month after month. Brands, both business and personal, should ask other people to verify the truth. What do you think my company means? What do you think we
know? Focus on your strengths and ignore your weaknesses. Otherwise, you end up with a lot of really strong weaknesses. Prestigious brands are not focused on delivering everything. They usually go deep on delivering one thing very well. What's even more they don't intend to make a sale, the sale is just a bargain. Prestige brands are set from the
beginning to create an experience for someone. Great experience experience You will tell a friend about. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Great is not the goal you can see. If you want to make your business great, the first job is to make it better than it was yesterday. Get the right people to say the right things about you. That is marketing in a nutshell.
Chapter 14: The art of telling a person to make a business personal instead of ignoring the call, try this. Take a selfie video and text it to the person you need to communicate with. Find out who your inner circle is, people who really like what you do and focus on them. Get ugly with them, which means raw, authentic, weird, and funny. Try to attract them in a
way that actually attracts their senses, not just their clicking or swiping. Everyone wants to work with unique individual people. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook You can't focus on your friends when you give all your time to strangers. Don't let technology set rules for communication. If you hide behind emails and tweets, no one will ever hear you. If
communication is not personal, it is not communication. Chapter 15: Give them reason to believe the ROI on you ROI on you should grow every day. If communication is not personal, it is not communication. Knightmite time to get to know your customers. Send them what they like. How much does an audition cost? The best things in the world are small
prices. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook If communication is not personal, it is not communication. There is someone with confidence at the party to tell five people that you are the magic gold dust they need. This is better marketing than sending out 20,000 emails. Chapter 16: Sponge is people are always sure to give you a reason why they can't do
something, and aren't at all sure to give you a reason why they can. Get your boots on and go. While people think about things and plan it to death, I've already put on my shoes and went and done it. Bluefishing credo: move, act, do, go. Action is everything. Find out what you don't know and try again. The Twin Devils of Fear and Embarrassment holds so
many people back and keeps them in a rut. People are really afraid of growth. People are so afraid of growth that they prefer to be immobile. The author's fear is in the same place, static. The world is constantly changing, you are out of sync if you are not changing. Soak up only 1 percent more than you knew yesterday to take responsibility for your growth,
you have to get into the sponge mentality. No one expects you to be the smartest person in the room. Walk in to say hey I'm new for this, but I'm committed to growth, I want to learn one percent more about it today. You can't up, if you're sitting in the same room alone, day in and day out. You have to find something to soak up, people to learn, experience to
learn from. Whenever you take the risk, you are going to get away with guaranteed growth. Change your view of what you're afraid of. Are you afraid to grow up, to enjoy something new and different? Or are you more afraid to feel the same way you feel right now? Stuck on the same path, constantly knowing that you're letting yourself down? Wearing the
Ritz, the author would go to the most expensive hotel in his neighborhood, the Ritz, and sit in the lobby, order coffee and watch people. Now he was from the guy who went to the Ritz. He then went up to the counter and asked to be shown one of the best rooms in the Ritz. He came out of the hotel saying, I know what a $2,000 room looks like. He broke the
inner boundaries in his mind about what he had, what he was, and what he did, or what he could have, or maybe, or could do. For example, when visiting New York he would call ahead and ask the hotel if he could go in and visit the hotel while in the area. He will ask them to show him their best numbers from top to bottom. He will ask to see a better room
and middle room not interested in entry level. You don't have to own it in order to experience it. If you want to know what it's like to drive a Ferrari, head to the Ferrari dealership. If you want to know what it's like to be in the best hotels in the world, go to the lobby. When you have tried that like gum, you will not return to the same size. It stretches you. You
can't unlearn or not experience it. Now you are the type of person who knows that he wanted to drive a Ferrari and can recommend the best cappuccino in the Ritz. It's not about faking it or trying to sound rich, it's about tasting something, just an element or a minute part of a larger experience. We have an incredible ability to absorb, and absorb, and absorb
without limitation. Sponge mode is a way to think of yourself without limitations and the ability to grow. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Enter Sponge Mode as often as possible. Zay walks into the room to learn something new and say, hey, I'm an idiot right now, but I'm here to get only one percent smarter. If you stretch the gum five times, it will never
return to the same small size as originally. It's the same with you. Stretch yourself and you'll never shrink back to where you started. Chapter 17: Live With Passion, Move with Persistence If You Can Wrap Passion and Perseverance Together, You're Invincible. If you encounter an obstacle, find a path around it, above it, under it, or through it. There is a fine
line between patience and complacency. You have to live with passion and move with perseverance. If you any element of your life without passion, you have to ask yourself: Why am I doing this thing? Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook If you can wrap passion and perseverance together, you are invincible. There is a fine line between patience and
complacency. Patience can be x-out. Chapter 18: Actually Give D' Take money out of the equation if you can. When you can take money out of the equation, you get to act on principle. Watch out for people who pretend to be perfect. They want you to be equally fake and perfect. Manage expectations so you can really overdeliver. Clear your head enough to
hear it. The real question is, how do you know what to do now, so you end up in a good place later? Your gut will tell you if you clear your head enough to hear it. The author constantly asks himself: What would my clients look back on what would it mean for them the most? Create a unique, great, personal experience for people. Secrets from the Bluefishing
Playbook have relationships that you want to have. If the list had five guidelines for blue fish, #1 thing on the list would be the relationships you want to have with your customers, colleagues, community, friends and family. #2-5 would be to repeat the first. Take money out of the equation if you can. When you can take money out of the equation, you get to act
on principle. When you do something, or give something, make sure you can honestly say that I did it for you. It doesn't mean anything at any time. Never plan on ever, today is what matters. Chapter 19: Don't count your losses you should know that when someone (in your organization) says they are going to do something, it was done yesterday. If you can
pair passion with a habit for accountability, and instill that in all the people you work for, you'll keep yourself on track. The bluefishing entrepreneur must remain flexible, flexible and constantly ready to adapt and change. The only habit should be that you are great at what you do. Your habit should be to recognize success without recognizing the loss.
Negativity is a silent killer that kills the motivation of most people. There is an area where passion, commitment and ability all come together. Find the tools to help you get into your zone. Be as selfish as you should be. You have to afford a holiday and rest. If you do this, you can give more yourself to those closest to you. The more passionate you are about
something, the more you have to set aside time to recharge, overwork, and overwork. Secrets from Bluefishing Playbook Consciously build new habits. Negative is the opposite of passion. It's a silent killer who kills most people's motivation. Be how you should be. You have the right to replenish yourself. Take it and protect it. This is the only way you can use
own energy to make things happen. Chapter 20: Bluefishing Playbook Everything you've done, all that hard work, being authentic, all of a sudden leads to the point where you're on top of it all. Throw away that can never be my mentality. Instead, ask: Why can't it be me? No one has ever drowned from falling into the water, they are drowning from being there.
Do not be afraid to jump, blue fish, be afraid to stand still. Avoid paralysis analysis. While other people are planning things before early death, bluefishers have already tried something in four different ways and learned what works. There is a password for each door, you just have to listen to it. Not easy to understand; it is impossible to misunderstand. Nothing
will ever happen if it only benefits you, run for a win-win every time. Ask why? At least three times. First, why is that what they think they think. The second reason is what they think you want to hear. The third reason is how they feel. Experience hits the cash every time. Cash is spent and forgotten, an experience you can give someone sticks forever.
Passion is something you have to discover. Relax, try things, it takes time. Never stop looking! If you knew earth was going to collide with Mars tomorrow, what would you do right now? Maybe it's your passion. Don't believe what people tell you. Most of them do not have the ability to communicate effectively. All their best information is unspoken, somewhere
between the lines. Actually care. If you don't believe it, they won't believe it. Failure is just education in what not to do. For every failure, you learn. Be proud of your scars. What people think of you is just their perception, it's not a fact about you. What happens to you, not your obituary, come back again. It's not about your intelligence, it's about yours. A



handwritten note beats an email every time. Let people know what you think of them. That's a long way off. Ugly jobs. Unpolisped, fast and real. The opposite is overly polished, CGI, and corporate. Make a self-adudy. Because things don't automatically get better. Look honestly at your strengths and weaknesses. Invest in strengths, and see what flaws you
need to remove. How do I enter a room? Personal branding figure out your primary persona is who you are and not who they want you to be. Don't waste your time counting likes. You will never be able to pay your bills with facebook likes. Try to check the puffing. If you want to know if someone is a good match for you. As a customer, customer, salesman,
boss, employee or friend, ask yourself: Will I be puffing beer with this person? Master courage to say no. The more you bring into your life, the more you dilute what you do well. Audit your inner circle. No you're able to fire vampires. Vampires. can fire customers, you can even fire your friends. Determine who adds energy to your time and who sucks it. There
is a difference between being able to do everything and do everything. You can only grow by giving other people responsibility. This is the only way you and your business will scale. It's about time. The real art of delegation, the style of blue fish, learns how to put time into what matters. This means learning not to waste time on things that slow you down.
Great is not a goal you can see. If you want to make your business great, the first job is to make it better than it was yesterday. Get the right people to say the right things about you. That is marketing in a nutshell. You can't focus on your friends when you give all your time to strangers. Don't let technology set rules for communication. If you hide behind
emails and tweets, no one will ever hear you. If communication is not personal, it is not communication. There is someone with confidence at the party to tell five people that you are the magic gold dust they need. This is better marketing than sending out 20,000 emails. Enter sponge mode as often as possible. Zay walks into the room to learn something new
and say, hey, I'm an idiot right now, but I'm here to get only one percent smarter. If you stretch the gum five times, it will never return to the same small size as originally. It's the same with you. Stretch yourself and you'll never shrink back to where you started. If you can wrap passion and perseverance together, you are invincible. There is a fine line between
patience and complacency. Patience can be x-out. Have the relationship you want to have. If the list had five guidelines for blue fish, #1 thing on the list would be the relationships you want to have with your customers, colleagues, community, friends and family. #2-5 would be to repeat the first. Take money out of the equation if you can. When you can take
money out of the equation, you get to act on principle. When you do something, or give something, make sure you can honestly say that I did it for you. It doesn't mean anything at any time. Never plan on ever, today is what matters. Consciously build new habits. Negative is the opposite of passion. It's a silent killer who kills most people's motivation. Be as
selfish as you should be. You have the right to replenish yourself. Take it and protect it. This is the only way you can use your own energy to make it happen. My actions are steps after reading taking a selfie video and texting it to someone to be more authentic and personal. Changing my definition to define failure as learning. Related Books Summary
Everyone Communicates Multiple Connect Book Virgin Way Book Summary I hope you liked it and got value from my notes. This is the 28th book in the Reading list. Here's a list of my resume books. Resume. blue fishing book. blue fishing book pdf. bluegill fishing book. bluefin tuna fishing book. blue fishing book español. bluefishing book pdf free download.
bluefishing book review. kelley blue book for fishing boats
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